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1 Debi Raitz 12-01-2010 01:35 AM ET (US)

 
OK, It's December and it's going to be cold. Let's break out those shoes, 
boots and hats to keep warm...and have some fun!

2Mary Kern 12-01-2010 06:16 AM ET (US)
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My only one in this category -- It's good to be first when you only have one --

3 Jane Koble 12-01-2010 10:31 AM ET (US)

 

 
Bandmaster Cap

4 Jane Koble 12-01-2010 02:56 PM ET (US)
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Santa - wearing his boots and hat!

5Lisa Tiedeman 12-01-2010 05:50 PM ET (US)

 

 
My favorite - Top hat with piggies!!! :)

6"The Salty Nut"... P.J. 12-02-2010 11:48 AM ET (US)
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Top Hat & Cane - Ready to celebrate the Holidays !!!

7 Nancy Dietel 12-02-2010 12:03 PM ET (US)

 

O.K., PJ and Lisa, you both beat me to showing the same salts I have. 
Love them so much. Especially the pigs! 
PJ: at the meeting in Deerfield, Al Diamond said those top hats with canes 
were made for one of the World's Fairs. I think he said the Chicago 
Exposition. I got mine years ago from Ruth Darmstadt in upstate NY and I 
thought she told me they were made in the Corning factory. Anyone know 
definitely? 
Nancy D

8 Lisa Tiedeman 12-02-2010 12:41 PM ET (US)

 

So sorry for beating you to the punch with the piggies, Nancy D! The pigs 
with the top hat are my favorites not only because they are my first pigs I 
ever got, but also because I got them from YOU!! :) 
 
That delicate glass top hat of yours, PJ, is beautiful! 
Jane ~ adorable Santa, and so fitting for the topic, and the time of year! 
And, Mary, I am drooling over your 'hat'!! Keep that guy under lock & key 
the next time I come to S.D.!  
 
Lisa :)

9 "The Salty Nut"... P.J. 12-03-2010 09:53 PM ET (US)

 
Wow Nancy... Interesting... never knew that about the top hat and cane... 
hope someone can verify the info !!! 
Thanks... P.J.

10 Debi Raitz 12-03-2010 10:49 PM ET (US)

 
I always admired that dainty little set in the Smith book but was never able 
to purchase the cane with the hat so I always passed on it. Maybe 
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someday... 
 
I was thinking that this subject was a complete bust with no postings 
whatsoever, until I remembered I didn't subscribe to the page. If you do 
that, you'll get notices when something new gets posted. Must take some 
pictures of my own shoes and hats in the near future. Just recently got a 
new pair of shoes I'm pretty proud of! 
 
Debi

11 Susie P 12-05-2010 10:55 AM ET (US)

 

Okay, I have a couple - one like Mary's but I love it so posting it too! I also 
have two shoes - probably not salts? the opening is 2 1/2 inches long, the 
shoes themselves are close to 5 inches - not sure what these were for; 
but they are sitting in my salt collection :) -

12Susie P 12-05-2010 10:56 AM ET (US)

 

 
blue shoes

13Susie P 12-05-2010 10:56 AM ET (US)
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one like Mary's :)

14Susie P 12-05-2010 10:57 AM ET (US)
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little yellow shoe

15Susie P 12-05-2010 10:58 AM ET (US)

 

 
bimini "hats"

16 Nancy Villaverde 12-05-2010 11:40 AM ET (US)

 
Susie, what a gorgeous hat in stand. The OSC shows one in a 
wheelbarrow holder and one with a kangaroo (plate 156), but I'v found 
them only in plain holders. I have a green opalescent one and keep 
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hoping I find a holder to fit. 
Nancy V

17 Susie P 12-05-2010 12:01 PM ET (US)

 

Nancy, 
 
I know exactly what you mean; not enough holders, but I still buy salts in 
hope of finding one :) :)

18 Joan F. 12-05-2010 09:06 PM ET (US)

 

Well...I don't have a boot, nor a shoe, nor a hat...bummer :( !! 
 
Hey Debi, What happen to our past topics from 2009? Lisa and I were 
looking for the one about "Do you have a match to my rare salt?". I 
thought you were going to move the older past topics to the reference link 
page or somewhere else so we wouldn't lose all that valuable information!! 
I sure hope they are still retrievable (is that a word??)!! 
 
Joan

19 Debi Raitz 12-05-2010 09:27 PM ET (US)

 

Edited by author 12-05-2010 09:29 PM  
The only ones left are posted under the link above - PAST TOPICS 
LINKS. We have only a certain amount of space for pictures so I had to 
begin deleting the oldest topic when a new one was posted. 
 
I just tried something though, and it worked. They do have an option for a 
"printer friendly" page and then I was able to save it as a PDF document. 
So I can continue to save them that way and the link would go to the PDF 
document instead of the actual page. Unfortunately, the deleted ones are 
gone for good. But maybe as we run out of topics we will redo some of the 
old ones in the future. 
 
I HAVE to quit making more work for myself one of these days! But this 
will be a good solution to preserve them all beginning with March 2010. 
 
Debi

20 Joan F. 12-05-2010 09:47 PM ET (US)

 

Debi, Thanks for the info. We knew that you could get this years topics 
from the link above but we were looking for the ones from 2009...but now 
that you said they are gone forever...double bummer!! Well at least we will 
have a way to capture them going forward...thank you. Looks like we may 
need to repeat a couple of topics! 
 
Joan
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21 Mary Kern 12-06-2010 08:09 AM ET (US)

 

Well - Until then - P O L E A S E send me pictures and info on some of 
the salts that were either listed there or new ones you have that you are 
looking for "mates" or just information on - They will go in the next 
National Newsletter column -- And it can work - already got an answer to 
one of the "unseens" from the salts Wilford had in the last issue -- Or 
maybe you have one you thought was a loner and have recently found 
info on or another one - I am hoping to make the column a great way for 
all of us to share our collections with each other - even if it is one or two 
salts at a time - So as they say in EggoLand - Thanks in advance for your 
help and contributions -  
 
PJ - LOVE YOU LOTS !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
Mary

22 Nancy Villaverde 12-06-2010 11:16 AM ET (US)

 

Mary, I probably have a bunch (sorry for the technical term) of unknown 
salts, but I'm still out of range of home until first of the year. Maybe too 
late for you. 
Nancy V

23 Mary Kern 12-06-2010 11:26 AM ET (US)

 
First to mid February should still be okay for sending items to me - Thanks 
a bunch - Mary

24 Diane Lynch 12-06-2010 01:13 PM ET (US)

 

The following are some of my hats & shoes in my collection, although 
some are not really salts. Although I seem to recall that if I say its a salt 
then it is a salt! The first picture is a Hobnail hat, 2nd is an Officer's cap by 
Paden City Glass Mtg. Co., 3rd are two Straw hat salts found in the U.S. 
Glass catolog of 1891, (these are some of my favorites), 4th is a Pilgrim 
style slipper, maker unknown, along with a Hobo boot by Degenhart. I 
also have a amber Band-Master cap by Ducan. First time posting...

25 Diane Lynch 12-06-2010 01:15 PM ET (US)
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Hobnail hat

26 Diane Lynch 12-06-2010 01:16 PM ET (US)

 

 
Officer's cap

27 Diane Lynch 12-06-2010 01:16 PM ET (US)

 

 
Straw hats

28 Diane Lynch 12-06-2010 01:17 PM ET (US)
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Pilgrim style slipper

29 Susie P 12-06-2010 01:22 PM ET (US)

 
Hi Diane!  
Pretty salts!! And so glad you posted! Can never see enough salts, and 
you did it like a pro! I can't seem to size right with any consistency. LOL!!

30 Diane L 12-06-2010 02:02 PM ET (US)

 Susie thanks for your kind words.

31 Mary Kern 12-06-2010 02:03 PM ET (US)

 

Hey There Diane - Glad to see ya here and am looking forward to seeing 
you in January -- Oh Susie - Diane will always show professional pictures 
cause she is our photogo-er person for the meetings and newsletter - 
AND she has a marvelous collection, simply marvelous - Ya know the kind 
- One you die for because of dehydration from drooling -- Mary

32 Debi Raitz 12-06-2010 04:56 PM ET (US)

 

I was wondering if someone would post those "Pilgrim" shoes. I was going 
to take some pictures today but it is so overcast outside, and the snow 
from last night is still on the ground. That is one less picture I'll have to 
struggle with. Very nice photos Diane. My method is the kitchen island 
with appropriate sunlight. I always get shadows but the pictures are pretty 
clear. 
 
Great idea for the column Mary! More people may respond to the 
newsletter pictures than our topics page. There will be a lot more eyes 
that way. 
 
The pair of blue shoes Susie posted were called pipeholders by someone. 
Not sure where or when I remember that from. Maybe the seller I bought 
my green one from...picture coming soon. 
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The computer may like that this room is cool - cold actually - but it's why I 
haven't spent the usual hours at a time in here. Brrr!!! I need mittens. 
 
Debi

33 Lisa Tiedeman 12-06-2010 07:31 PM ET (US)

 

Great idea, Debi, to keep the past topics on a file for future use! I thought I 
was losing my last marble trying to find where Joan had posted three 
colors of a melon-shaped salt, not realizing they had been removed. 
Thanks for asking here, Joan...I got busy over the weekend and it slipped 
my mind. 
 
Hey Diane!!! It is wonderful to see you posting here, with your gorgeous 
salts, and always FABULOUS photos! :) 
 
Lisa :)

34"The Salty Nut"... P.J. 12-09-2010 01:45 PM ET (US)

 

 
Whole shoe is about 2" long

35"The Salty Nut"... P.J. 12-09-2010 01:46 PM ET (US)
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Here's another

36 "The Salty Nut"... P.J. 12-09-2010 01:47 PM ET (US)

 

 
I got a brand new pair of roller skates-you got a brand new key???

37"The Salty Nut"... P.J. 12-09-2010 01:51 PM ET (US)
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Another Skate

38 "The Salty Nut"... P.J. 12-09-2010 01:51 PM ET (US)

 

 
Another 2" shoe

39 Mary Kern 12-09-2010 02:34 PM ET (US)

 

Hi P.J. - I recently saw your small pink and green shoes for sale in thier 
original form - They held tiny salt and pepper shakers - The shakers were 
formed and cut in at the base to set stair-style in the shoe - The shakers 
were clear and the tops matched the color of the shoes - Was I bright 
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enough to capture a picture............... That would have been too intelligent 
of an action -- Love your babies and you - Mary

40 Mary Kern 12-09-2010 02:37 PM ET (US)

 Deleted by author 12-09-2010 02:42 PM 

41Mary Kern 12-09-2010 02:43 PM ET (US)

 

 
Deleted the other too big - see if this works better and then repost the other 
-

42Mary Kern 12-09-2010 02:45 PM ET (US)

 

 
I found it again - Hope this is smaller - Mary

43 Susie P 12-09-2010 03:00 PM ET (US)
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some of these shoes were made in Czechoslovakia and held perfume 
bottles with glass stoppers as well ..,.wish I would find a set of those. :) 
 
Susie

44 "The Salty Nut"... P.J. 12-09-2010 03:04 PM ET (US)

 

Mary... 
I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE them !!! 
Ohhh what a find !!! 
Are they a photo? or were you able to actually able to get them ??? 
WOW !!! 
Thanks for letting me know about them !!! 
P.J.

45 Debi Raitz 12-09-2010 04:22 PM ET (US)

 

Somewhere....I have a small perfume bottle. I once saw a picture or listing 
of the exact bottle sitting inside a shoe. I save just about everything else 
but didn't save a picture of that. Now I have no idea which shoe I should 
look for for my little perfume bottle. Maybe someone has the set? 
 
Mary: love the Deco looking black shoe and shakers. 
 
Debi

46Debi Raitz 12-09-2010 08:04 PM ET (US)

 

 
I call these my Persian shoes. I think they were made in France. Marked 
DEPOSE.

47Debi Raitz 12-09-2010 08:05 PM ET (US)
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My Oriental shoes

48Debi Raitz 12-09-2010 08:06 PM ET (US)

 

Edited by author 12-09-2010 08:07 PM  

 
My faience shoes...old picture

49Debi Raitz 12-09-2010 08:07 PM ET (US)

 

 
Old blown glass hat

50Debi Raitz 12-09-2010 08:15 PM ET (US)
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Edited by author 12-09-2010 08:20 PM  

 
Signed Pairpoint 1993 and 2/80.

51 Debi Raitz 12-09-2010 08:17 PM ET (US)

 
On the Burmese glass hat (Love that dragonfly!!) the seller says it was 
made in 1993 for their glass collector's club. This is numbered #2 of 80 
pieces.

52 Mary Kern 12-09-2010 08:35 PM ET (US)

 Okay - so I am drooling again -- Very nice Debi !!!!! -- Mary

53 Mary Kern 12-09-2010 08:37 PM ET (US)

 
P.J. - I missed the auction - Found it just seconds too late - C ould not 
believe it - but now I know they are out there - so I will keep an eye open - 
or a fickle finger typing -- Let you know if I find TWO - lol lol -- Hugs - Me

54 Debi Raitz 12-10-2010 01:04 AM ET (US)

 

Funny thing on that Pairpoint painted Burmese hat...I remember bidding 
on one maybe a year ago. I don't even think it was the specially made 
1993 one, and it went for far over $100. No one else even bid on this one. 
Is it really the bad economy, and people are just cutting back on 
unnecessary items? Or have most of the collectors out there already got 
most of what they want? We know that eBay has made items from all over 
the world so much more accessible. Do many of us already have our fill? 
Or just stopped buying newer items and plentiful items, waiting only for 
those really special antique items? 
 
Debi

55 Inez Austin 12-10-2010 05:21 PM ET (US)

 Yes......

56Nancy Dietel 12-12-2010 09:56 AM ET (US)
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Delft shoes

57 TukwilaCathy 12-13-2010 10:57 AM ET (US)

 

 
Yellow hat

58 TukwilaCathy 12-13-2010 10:58 AM ET (US)

 

 
Blue hat 1

59 TukwilaCathy 12-13-2010 10:58 AM ET (US)
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Blue hat 2

60 TukwilaCathy 12-13-2010 10:59 AM ET (US)

 

 
Blue hat 3

61 TukwilaCathy 12-13-2010 10:59 AM ET (US)

 

 
Purlple hat

62 TukwilaCathy 12-13-2010 11:00 AM ET (US)
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Brown/Tan hat

63 TukwilaCathy 12-13-2010 11:00 AM ET (US)

 

 
Clear hat 1

64 TukwilaCathy 12-13-2010 11:01 AM ET (US)

 

 
Clear hat 2

65 TukwilaCathy 12-13-2010 11:03 AM ET (US)

 

All of my hat salts are in the approximately 2-inch tall size. My Mom 
collects Fenton, and some of these came from her (duplicates of ones she 
has). I keep dropping big hints about the other small hat salts she has, but 
so far she isn't listening. :-) 
 
Cathy

66 Nancy Villaverde 12-14-2010 10:29 AM ET (US)
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I remember thinking how wonderful one of these was that sat on an end 
table in the livingroom of friends of my parents. I think they were originally 
cigarette or toothpick holders. 
Nancy V

67 Debi Raitz 12-15-2010 04:55 PM ET (US)

 
I think most of us agree that these little hats were intended as toothpick 
holders, but who can resist them? Not me...Debi

68 T. Brown 12-31-2010 08:25 PM ET (US)

 

I had a glass open salt cellar that I loved! It was some sort of military hat 
and the top of the hat had a shallow well. Unfortunately, I recently broke it. 
I have always been curious if it was common or any history behind it. I 
purchased it in an antique store in Oklahoma. It was clear glass and had a 
brim like a captains hat. Any ideas? I would like to replace it but haven't 
seen anything like it on e-bay. Thanks so much for any info. you can give 
me.

69 Mary Kern 12-31-2010 08:46 PM ET (US)

 

Hi - They were made by Paden City Glass around the 40's and originally 
sold as an ash tray - When hunting on Ebay be sure to check under ash 
trays and sometimes they show up under pin trays also -- Someone may 
have one for sale here and if so am sure they will let you know - Mary

70 Mary Kern 01-01-2011 08:55 AM ET (US)

 
Hello again -- There are several listed right now on eBay - Search under 
"glass hat military" -- There are clear and colors - some very expensive 
and some reasonable - Good Luck and Happy New Year -- Mary

71 Debi Raitz 01-01-2011 04:54 PM ET (US)

 

Maybe the military hat you are seeking is the same as the one that Diane 
posted back in /m26 ? 
 
I am about to change this topic page but you'll still be able to see it by 
going to the Past Topics Link above and click on the one for Shoes, Boots 
& Hats. 
 
Debi

72 T. Brown 01-01-2011 05:31 PM ET (US)

 
You guys are so sweet! Thank you very much! I will check these ideas 
out. Happy New Year to you all.

73 T. Brown 01-01-2011 05:47 PM ET (US)

 
This is the exact had I am looking for! I'm sorry to be a pest but I am new 
to this sort of thing. I don't know how to reach Diane. If someone could 
help me with that I would greatly appreciate it. Thanks again.

74 Mary Kern 01-01-2011 05:51 PM ET (US)
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I doubt that Diane would be selling her hat - but she does check the board 
-- The ones I told you about on eBay right now are this same hat - Just 
look under military glass hat and there are or were 10 or 11 of them - 
Mary

75 Lisa Tiedeman 01-01-2011 06:12 PM ET (US)

 

I'm pretty certain Diane would not be interested in selling her hat, as it was 
listed here to share, and not under the "buy & sell" page. The best bet 
would be to search Ebay as Mary suggested ~ or check the buy & sell 
page on this site to see if someone may have one. 
Lisa :)

76 T. Brown 01-01-2011 06:24 PM ET (US)

 
Thanks so much guys. I looked on e-bay and found them. I will be so 
happy to replace something that I loved and used as an open salt cellar 
when cooking.
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